Truck & Tree (EASY with
Quiltsmart’s Lop & Fuse Method!)

(finishes at 18”) by Mattie Rhoades

No need to make half-square triangles - just gather your squares.
With the Quiltsmart Lop & Fuse Method, you use full squares for all blocks - so,
if a block has a gray background and a green tree, you need one square of each color.
Alternatively, you can use any other method for the half -squares triangles.
I’ve shown a variety of trucks and trees below. Think about changing up the color,
moving trees, adding trees to background, embellishing... anything that creates a smile.
About 100 squares in the colors you would like for the layouts shown, or one of your own,
should be sufficient, but it is detailed below. It is always a good idea to have a variety of
squares, and more than you need.
Quiltsmart Products:
1 panel Quiltsmart 2.5” grid (buy just one panel or pack of 4)
1 panel 5-4-3“ Circles (2 circles needed for tires)
Lop & Fuse Ruler (optional)
Fabric: (Cut everything but the half-square triangles and borders.)
TRUCK: (22) 2.5“ squares
TREE/S: (6-12) 2.5” squares. Remember - you will use a whole square for
each half square.
TREE TRUNK: (1) 2.5“ square for 1 trunk.
SKY BACKGROUND & BORDER:
(29+) 2.5” sky squares
(2) 15”+ strips for side borders
Top Border: (1) 1.5” strip x width of your finished grid.
GROUND: (16) 2.5” squares
(2) 5” x 1.5“ strips for side borders
Bottom Border: (1) 1.5” x width of your finished pillow.
Tires: (2) 3.5” squares.
BATTING: Optional - if you wish to quilt. 22“ x 22” or larger.
BACKING: (1) 22” x 22” (this is oversized, but get this as a minimum if you are quilting
the project). OR Envelope back for pillow: 18” pillow form: (2) fat quarters
BINDING: Optional. (2-3) 2.5“ wide x width of fabric (42+”) strips, stitched
together and pressed in half (hot dog style).
Tools & Notions:
Basic Sewing Tools: Sewing machine, scissors, rotary cutter, mat, thread, etc.
Use a light color ironing service. If yours is dark, cover with a light fabric.
Quiltsmart Lop & Fuse Ruler OR a ruler with a 3/8” line.
Applique Pressing Sheet, Fabric Glue (I love Sewline)
Instructions: (use a 2.0mm stich)
Choose your layout below! Follow illustrations 1 - 5.
Trunk: Fold in half and place raw edges in between two squares, pin. This will be
caught in the seam allowance at step 7.
6. Place the remaini
ng squares and fuse.
7. Download Grid Instructions FREE online to complete sewing grid.
8. Sew on borders and complete as a pillow or wallhanging.
Find links to related downloads at my blog which you can access at quiltsmart.com.
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For half-square triangles, using Lop
& Fuse ruler, place “Top” side line
along 2.5” square diagonal. Cut
along ruler edge (for standard ruler,
cut 1/4’“- 3/8” from diagonal.

2
Interfacing ROUGH side up.
Place all Lopped fabric
triangles & any whole
squares that you like RIGHT
side up to form your pattern.

3
Place sky background 2.5”
squares on top of the Lopped
triangles, RIGHT SIDES
TOGETHER.

Turn project over and

4

stitch along the diagonals
from corner to corner. You
can stitch a straight when
you have diagonals
kitty-corner - that is cool!

Turn project to right side and
flip open all lopped triangles.
Finger press along seamline.
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Trim excess fabric triangle
to about1/4”. Be careful to
trim only the “back” of the
square, as you will be
fusing the “front” of the
square down.

